ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES PATNA

Dated 01.11.2018
CORRIGENDUM
With reference to tender no: AIIMS/pat/tender/2018/PMR/NCV LAB/2018/2703 dated 05.10.2018 as per Prebid meeting held at committee room on 12.10.2018 at 12:00 PM
The issue raised by the firms were discussed and the committee recommended for the following corrigendum
1. As per tender specification Minimum 4 channel……….. Should be read as Minimum 4 -8 channel system with
optical isolation with Ethernet/USB connection for connecting to either to desktop system or laptop system
for portable use.
2. As per tender specification the electrical stimulator………. Should be read as the electrical stimulator
should have controls for stimulus delivery, intensity, store, reverse polarity button and two or more
programmable buttons for inbuilt functions for controlling the system from the stimulator itself.
3. As per tender specification Constant current stimulator ………. Should be read as Constant current
stimulator with current variable from 0 to 100mA with increments of 0.5mA and pulse duration to
be varied from 50micro sec or less – 1000micro secs with 50micro sec increments or less.
Tech specs under “Amplifier should have “: should be read as Common mode input impedance
> 1000Mohm, Gain to be varied from 10 nV/div to 100mV/div or higher.
4.

Tech specs under”.EMG Should have”: read as Should have facility of Anatomy ……… should be
read as Should have facility of Anatomy view feature displays the EMG muscle scoring data on a
2D/ 3D colour-coded anatomical model, preferably 3D as it will be also helpful for teaching training
research and academic purpose.
Auto finding composer which can insert predefined sentences and print the report in MS word and
other standard format.
Facility to wave form and numerical data as per user requirement preferably with anatomic view for
teaching training research and academic purpose.
5. Tech specs under “EP should have”: 15’’ VEP monitor with……should be read as 20” or more VEP
monitor with checker board patterns, half, quanta size.
6. The system should be supplied with: mentioned all items under this heading should be read as
mention below:
Latest processor -i5 –i7 processor or superior
6 to 8 GB RAM or superior
1 TB hard disc or superior
20 inch or more LED monitor
LaserJet printer
System should have appropriate UPS backup.
Portable trolley with caster wheel.
7. TENDER SPECIFICATION
US/FDA/BIS/EUROPEAN CE
Tender submission date till 16.11.2018 time 12:00 and received bids will open on same day time 12.30 PM.
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